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FRONT COVER: Whether right
side up or upside down, moms
like this Hoffmann’s two-toed
sloth sure know how to take care
of their babies. See more moms on
pages 6–13.
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BACK COVER: The snow is all gone,
and spring is in the air. It’s the perfect
time for this snowshoe hare to kick
up its heels.
PHOTO BY CATHY HART

PAGES 2–3: If you weren’t so close,
you might not have noticed this
eyelash viper. The snake’s color
blends in perfectly with the
flower it is wrapped around.
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wildlife hospital, and they told us to
take the bird to them for treatment.
Unfortunately, they couldn’t save it.
We were so sad.
Holden W., Massachusetts

Cats kill more than two billion birds
in the United States each year. Pet
cats should stay indoors. It ’s safer
for birds—and for the cats, too.
Go to rangerrick.org/cat-attack
to learn more.
—R.R.

LEAVE IT TO BEAVER
SNAKE SURPRISE
I was walking my dog, Saidy, down the
street near my house when I noticed a
garter snake. I was so excited and picked
it up! (See my photo above.) After I
admired the harmless snake, I released
it in the same place I found it. I love
all animals and have had a passion for
them since I was very young. My friends
even call me “The Insect Whisperer”!
Isla L., New York

CAT ATTACK
My dad and I found an injured blue
jay. It had been hurt by a stray cat in
our neighborhood. We called a local

TELL US!
On pages 29–31, you can read
about the garden Boomer Badger
planted. We want to hear about
YOUR wild gardens! What kinds
of plants are in your garden? Do
any pollinators or other animals
visit it?
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BEAVER ART BY MARK MARIANO

I was riding in the car with my mom
one day when we spotted a beaver.
We yelled “BEAVER!” and then it
stood up on its hind legs. It
was cool and fun
to see a beaver in
the wild! I wish I
could learn more
about them.
Jessica C., Iowa

You can, Jessica!
Check out this story
from our May 2018
issue. You’ll learn about
beavers—and discover how a town
in California celebrates them every
year! Visit rangerrick.org/
beaver online.
—R.R.
Send your letters and photos to
Ranger Rick
11100 Wildlife Center Dr.
Reston, VA 20190-5362
E-mail: rick@nwf.org
We enjoy reading everyone’s letters,
even though we can publish
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All letters, photos, and
drawings become the
property of the National
Wildlife Federation.
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by Hannah Schardt

This Mother’s Day, remember
to thank moms across the
animal kingdom—including
yours!—for all they do.
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ERIC BACCEGA/NPL/MINDEN PICTURES >

The South American tapir above gives
her baby a gentle lick. Many animal moms
spend lots of time grooming their young—
and not just because it makes the babies
look better! Dirty, smelly baby animals are
easier for hungry predators to sniff out.
Also, when a mom snuggles up with her
baby to lick or comb it, that creates a strong
bond that helps the two communicate.
7

Thanks to Mama Grebe, the great
crested grebe hatchling above gets a
meal AND a ride. For now, the fuzzy little
grebe is too young to catch food on its own.
So Mama caught it a fish that’s almost too
big to eat! Below, a mother manatee floats
peacefully while her baby nurses from a
nipple behind her flipper. The little manatee
will drink its mom’s rich milk for as long as
two years!

8

To a chimpanzee, a
mouthful of antlike termites
is a real treat! The chimp
mom at right patiently
shows her little one how to
use a stick to “fish” for the
tasty insects in a termite
mound. Below, trotting
along a beach behind its
mom, a grizzly bear cub
is ready to pick up a few
pointers on how to find
and eat clams. Cubby will
watch as Mama Bear digs
up a clam, pops it open,
and slurps out the meat!

CLAUDE BALCAEN/BIOSPHOTO (8T); DOUG PERRINE/NATUREPL.COM (8B); ANUP SHAH/NPL/MINDEN PICTURES (9T); DAISY GILARDINI (9B)
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Watch It!

The sea otter mom above
cradles her pup on her chest,
fluffing the pup’s fur to fill
it with air. This keeps the
little otter afloat whenever
Mom makes a quick dive for
food. Desert scorpions are
born live, not hatched from
eggs. They stay safe on their
mother’s back for a week or
two while their soft shells turn
hard (left).

10

The giant Pacific
octopus mom at left
wraps her long arms
around her eggs in a
sheltering hug. She will
guard the eggs until they
hatch—for as long as six
months! Below, a mother
khur tucks her baby
close as she fends off
a group of dogs. Those
dogs have sharp teeth.
But Mama Khur has
hooves and isn’t afraid
to use them!

SUZI ESZTERHAS/MINDEN PICTURES (10T); INGO ARNDT/NATUREPL.COM (10B) >; FRED BAVENDAM/MINDEN PICTURES (11T);
JEAN-LOUIS KLEIN & MARIE-LUCE HUBERT (11B)
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Tag, you’re it! Above, a mother hippopotamus almost
seems to smile as her playful baby chases her underwater. The cheetah mom above right lies tolerantly in
the grass while her cub uses her as a jungle gym. At
right, when playtime’s over, Mama Skunk carries Baby
off to bed. Oops! She stepped on its tail! Oh, well. No
one is perfect—not even moms. =
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ZSSD/MINDEN PICTURES (12) >; SUZI ESZTERHAS (13T); JURGEN & CHRISTINE SOHNS/FLPA/MINDEN PICTURES (13B) >
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Imagine closing your eyes and still being able to
see. Sounds impossible, right? But that’s exactly
what peppered moth caterpillars are able to do.
These insects can change their skin color to match
their surroundings. In the wild, it helps them hide
from hungry birds. Now scientists have discovered
the caterpillars can do it even while “blindfolded”!
First, the scientists covered the caterpillars’ eyes
with a harmless paint. Then they placed the sightless insects on wooden rods that were different
colors: white, green, brown, and even striped. Sure
enough, the caterpillars changed their skin to match
the rods! It turns out that the caterpillars have colorsensing cells right in their skin.
These caterpillars can be found in the United
States, so look out for them in your backyard—
though you may have to look hard!

ARJEN VAN ’T HOF/UNIVERSITY OF LIVERPOOL (T); FRANK LIU (B)

SPOT O
N!
When you think of zebras, you
probably picture black and white
stripes. But the little zebra at left was
born with a black coat and white spots! The
zebra’s unusual appearance is caused by
mutations (myoo-TAY-shunz), or changes, that
happened to his body before he was born.
In the wild, it’s not always a good thing
to stand out from the crowd. The little
zebra’s herd has accepted him, but
predators are always on the prowl.
Let’s hope his spots don’t make him
too easy to, well, SPOT!
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Say What?

What annoys YOU? People stealing your food?
Friends sitting too close? And when something bugs
you, do you speak up and let people know?
Bats, like us, don’t always get along with each
other. And their voices, like ours, show when they
are upset. In fact, a recent study found that over
half of Egyptian fruit bat communication is made
up of bickering!
Scientists used a voice-recognition tool to identify differences in the bats’ call tones. They found
that much of the bat chat went something like this:
“Quit eating my food!” “You’re getting too close
to me!” “Hey, that’s MY sleeping spot.” “No, I don’t
want to hang out with you.”
The bats share a pretty tight space when they’re
roosting. If you share a room with a brother or sister,
you probably understand why they argue so much.

ART BY DAVE CLEGG; BEE ART BY DANIEL

LE JONES

ILANA DEBARE (T); ALLEN HIRSCH (B)

Caring for Herons
Happy one-year anniversary to the official
bird of Oakland, California: the blackcrowned night heron!
Three years ago, a group of third-graders
at Park Day School in Oakland ﬁrst learned
about the water-loving bird. A speaker from
a bird conservation group called Golden
Gate Audubon visited their class and told
them that the city’s herons were in trouble.
Hundreds of black-crowned night heron
moms build their nests in Oakland trees
each year. But city life can be hard on baby birds. Sometimes
they fall out of the trees onto hard concrete below. And once,
city workers trimmed a bunch of downtown trees, which
destroyed many heron nests by accident.
The students decided they could help the bird by
sharing its story. But how could they get people to pay attention?
By getting the heron listed as the city’s official bird!
So they went to City Hall. There, they met with a city council
member and explained what they wanted. Then they started
spreading the news about the herons through petitions and
public events. Soon they had more than 2,000 signatures from
supporters. And last May, Oakland’s City Council voted to name
the black-crowned night heron as the official bird of Oakland!
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What Would

by Gerry Bishop
art by Debbie Palen

Spring is here, and
all kinds of things are
going on outside. You
don’t want to miss the
action, but are you sure
you’re ready for any
“wild” surprises? Take
this quiz to find out!

1. You see a baby bird hopping
along the ground. When it
tries to fly, it can only flutter.
You should. . .
A. leave the bird alone.
B. put it in a box and feed it
worms.
C. take it to an animal shelter
or wildlife rehabilitator.

16

4. You see a raccoon climbing
into your trash can one night.
You should. . .
A. yell at it to scare it away.
B. put pet food or leftovers
outside so it doesn’t have
to eat trash.
C. make your trash can
“raccoon proof.”
2. You discover a nest of baby
rabbits in your backyard, and
you can’t see the mother
anywhere. You should. . .
A. take the babies into the
house and feed them milk
from an eye-dropper.
B. take them to a wildlife
rehabilitator or an animal
shelter.
C. leave the rabbits alone.
3. While riding in a car, you
see a turtle crawling across
the road. You should. . .
A. warn your driver so he or
she can avoid hitting it.
B. ask your driver to stop
so you can take it home
and keep it safe in your
backyard.
C. ask your driver to stop so
you can carry the turtle to
safety.

5. You and your family are
camping when you hear
something outside your tent
at night. You should. . .
A. start screaming as loudly
as you can.
B. poke your head outside
and try to see what it is.
C. forget about it and go
back to sleep.

YOU Do?
6. You’re hiking with your
friends, and you see a snake
on the trail in front of you.
You should. . .
A. turn around and run the
other way.
B. stop to admire it.
C. throw a rock or stick at it
to get it to move.

9. You’re having a picnic
next to a pond. Some ducks
come up to you, begging for a
handout. You should. . .
A. ignore them until they go
away.
B. catch them and turn them
over to the police.
C. go ahead and give them a
little snack.
8. You find some bats hanging
in your attic. You should. . .
A. put on gloves, gently
catch the bats, and
release them outside.
B. scare them off with a loud
noise.
C. block their entryway after
they leave at night to hunt
for food.

7. You lift up a rock along a
stream and find a salamander
under it. You should. . .
A. grab the salamander
quickly before it can
get away.
B. slam the rock down
before the salamander
can bite.
C. look at the salamander
and then lower the rock
carefully.

10. You’re riding in a car in
a national park and see a
mother bear and her two little
cubs. You should. . .
A. get out of the car and get
a good picture.
B. roll down a window and
take a picture while still
inside the car.
C. keep the windows up and
leave as quickly as you
can.
Turn the page to see how you did.
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A and C Turtles often have to
cross roads to get where they
can find food, mates, or places
to lay eggs. If you see a turtle
on the road, it’s OK to stop and
try to help it across—as long
as it’s safe for you to do so!
Only when you are completely
sure nothing is coming either
way, quickly pick up the turtle
and carry it to the side it was
heading toward.

ANSWERS

1

A Some baby birds leave the
nest before they can fly well.
One or both of its parents are
nearby, keeping an eye on it
and bringing it food.
Sometimes a very young
and helpless bird falls out of its
nest. If you see and can easily
reach the nest, you can put the
baby back into it. (It’s not true
that parent birds will reject a
baby that has been touched
by people.)

2

C A mother rabbit feeds her
babies for only a few minutes
each day. For the rest of the
time, she may be nowhere in
sight. But don’t worry about
the babies—they’ll be just fine.
Stay away and let the mother
return to them.
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C Trash cans are tempting
for raccoons and many other
animals. If your can has a secure
lid, you can help keep these
creatures out of trouble. And by
the way, you should never feed
any kind of wildlife, other than
songbirds and squirrels.

5

If you’re curious, B is the right
choice. If not, then C is the
way to go. Trying to scare
away a wild animal is usually
unnecessary and can be
dangerous. Most animals come
into a campground looking
for food, so be sure to keep
all food in a safe place—and
never, ever, inside your tent!

6

B All snakes are harmless from
a distance. And only a few
are dangerous if you get too
close. If you see a snake, it’s
OK to slowly and quietly move
closer to get a better look—up
to about eight feet away. At
that distance, try to see what
kind it is. If you’re sure it’s not
venomous, you can move even
closer. If you aren’t sure, enjoy
watching it from where you are.

C The world beneath a rock
or log can be an amazing
place. But when you lift a rock
or roll over a log, remember
this: You’re now a guest in
someone’s home. Enjoy what
you see there, but don’t try to
pick up anything. (Many of the
animals there are delicate.)
Then gently—VERY gently—put
the rock or log back exactly
where you found it.
C Bats make helpful neighbors
because they eat pesky bugs.
But sometimes they find a
way into people’s attics, which
they use for shelter during the
day. To make sure your attic is
bat-free, you can block their
entryway after they fly out
in the evening. It’s important
to know when (definitely not
during “baby season”) and how
to do this, so hire a bat-control
expert for the task.

9

A Ducks and other animals
can become beggars when
people feed them. That’s not
good for people, and it surely
isn’t good for the animals.
(Feeding them can make
them sick, or it can cause
other problems.)

10

C The animals in a park may
seem tame, but they are wild
and can be dangerous—
especially a mother bear with
her cubs. Get out of your car
only when a park ranger is there
to tell you it’s OK. Always obey
the rules of the park and never
get too close to bears. =

Why did the frog join
the track team?

It was good at
tadpole-vaulting.
Chase G., Ąlabama

What do you call a pony
with a sore throat?

Ą hoarse horse.
Sophia S., New York

Which sea creatures
love the circus?

Clownfish.
Sara G., Ohio

What do you call a hen
who counts her eggs?

Ą mathema-chicken.
Isaac K., Oregon

What kind of makeup
do mice wear?

Mouse-scara.
Patrick O., Virginia

Which crab was a famous artist?

Leonardo da Pinchy.
Cara N., Georgia

WANT TO JOIN THE FUN? Send your favorite nature riddle with your full name and address to Reader Riddles; Ranger Rick;
11100 Wildlife Center Dr.; Reston, VA 20190-5362; E-mail: rick@nwf.org. We like reading all the riddles from our readers. We’re
sorry, but there’s room to print only some of them. All submissions become the property of the National Wildlife Federation.
ART BY MICHAEL SLACK
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MEET TH
Look who just moved in!

Steve stares at his
human neighbor. It’s
easy to tell Steve and
Linda apart, because
Steve is smaller. Male
peregrines are 2∕3 the
size of females.
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Linda checks on her
eggs. She and Steve
take turns keeping them
warm and safe until
they’re ready to hatch.

Imagine coming home to the
28th ﬂoor of a tall building
and ﬁnding the creature at
left perched on your balcony
railing. Well, that’s exactly what
happened to one lucky guy
named Dacey, who lives
in Chicago.
The creature was a peregrine
(PAIR-uh-grin) falcon. And would
you believe it, a second one
turned up, too! The pair liked
the balcony so much that they
started a family in one of Dacey’s
empty ﬂower boxes.
Dacey named the birds Steve
and Linda Perry, after the lead
singers in two of his favorite
rock bands.

Messy Neighbors
When the Perry peregrines
first appeared, many people in
the building complained that
they didn’t want them there.
Raising baby peregrines can be
a dirty job: There’s a lot of bird
poop, and meal leftovers make
a big mess. Plus, the parents can
be fierce when they’re protecting their nest. But Dacey explained that these falcons were
protected by law. So Linda and
Steve were allowed to stay.

Dinner Is Served
Peregrines usually like to nest
on cliff ledges. But these birds
have adapted well to city life,
too. Cities offer lots of prey—
and high cliff-like places (such

22

Above, Linda
accepts a redwinged blackbird
that Steve just
delivered. Now
she’s ready to rip
it apart to feed her
chicks.

as Dacey’s balcony) to
nest on and hunt from.
Steve and Linda always hunted in flight, and their favorite
prey was pigeons. But they also
caught other birds—especially
during spring migration, when
many flocks fly through Chicago on their way north. And
sometimes they would even
bring home a bat!

Steve did most of the hunting,
and he was kept very busy once
the pair’s four eggs hatched.
Meanwhile, Linda protected the
young chicks from bad weather
or any possible trouble.

Growing Up
Peregrine
For the first couple of
weeks, the chicks were
helpless and covered in
white, fluffy feathers. Linda
kept them warm and fed
them tiny bits of food.
After about a month, the
chicks began sprouting flight
feathers. They were fed bigger
chunks of food and started moving
around in their flower box, flapping
their little wings. It was about this
time when scientists from the Field
Museum’s Chicago Peregrine
Program came to visit. They
checked on the chicks and put
different-colored bands on their
legs. After the birds have grown up
and moved away, scientists will still
be able to ID them by the bands,
no matter where they go.

Linda feeds her
newly hatched
chicks small
pieces of meat.
Eventually, there
were four Perry
chicks in all.

People from the Chicago Peregrine
Program arrive to check over the
chicks. Their helmets are for safety,
in case the protective parents go
on the attack.

Steve and Linda
demonstrate how to
do a food pass.

Linda would fly
over to meet him
and reach out
with her talons.
They’d perform
a handover of the
food in mid-air!
Once the chicks
began flying, they took
part in food passes, too.
Sometimes they chased
each other around, playing tag
in the sky. Play like this taught

Flying School

After a couple more
weeks, there was a lot more
wing flapping. Brown feathers
had replaced the fuzzy down.
The Perry chicks could tear
meat by themselves. And they
weighed 20 times more than
when they first hatched. They
were ready to take their
first flights!

Peregrine falcons are
masters of the sky. It’s
their stoop (downward
dive) that gives them their
reputation as the world’s fastest animals. When they fold
their wings and plunge after
prey, they can reach speeds of
more than 200 miles per hour!
But first they learn some flight
skills from their parents.
One amazing action is the
food pass! Here’s how the
Perrys did it: Steve would fly
in, calling loudly, with dinner
gripped in his talons (claws).

This rain-soaked Perry
chick (named Luke)
shows off its special
leg bands.
24

A hungry chick shouts
for food from Linda. The
loudest chick gets fed ﬁrst.

them skills they would need to
hunt for themselves.

Back from
the Brink
Peregrine falcons like the
Perrys weren’t always so lucky.

In fact, they had become endangered by the mid-1900s. That’s
mostly because DDT, a pesticide
used back then, got into the peregrines’ food and then their bodies.
This chemical caused them to lay
eggs with thin shells that would

break under the adults’ weight.
Finally, DDT was banned.
And many groups, such as the
Chicago Peregrine Program,
worked hard to help the birds
recover. Big cities have helped,
too, with their cliff-like building
ledges available for nesting and
plenty of prey to eat.
Thanks to conservationists
and to welcoming neighbors
like Dacey, the Perrys and
other peregrines get a peaceful home—right alongside the
people of Chicago! =

You can tell a
young peregrine
by its colors
and markings.
This one is fully
feathered and
ready to ﬂy!

Rangers: We thank Mary Hennen, Director
of the Chicago Peregrine Program, for her help
with this story. To learn more about Chicago
peregrines, write to her at Chicago Peregrine
Program; The Field Museum; 1400 S. Lake
Shore Dr.; Chicago, IL 60605.
—R.R.
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ART BY JACK DESROCHER

Can spiders smell?

26

Can snakes really eat eggs?
How do they eat the shells?

Dale W., New York

Thomas C., Virginia

Sure, if they forget to take a
bath! Just kidding, Dale. I know
you were really wondering if
spiders have a sense of smell.
The short answer is “yes.”
Believe it or not, their “noses”
are on their feet! These sniffers
are actually tiny pits that can
pick up the odors of possible
prey, predators, or mates.

Yes, they can. But different kinds
of snakes have different ways of
dealing with the hard shells.
Egg-eating snakes of Africa
and India eat almost nothing
but eggs. To handle the hard
shell, an egg-eater has a special row of sharp spines inside
its throat. When it swallows an
egg, the spines grip the shell
and saw through it. The insides of the egg empty into the
snake’s stomach. But the shell
pieces are squeezed into a ball
by muscles in the throat so the
snake can spit them out.
Most other kinds of snakes
eat eggs only when they happen
to come across them. These
snakes don’t have the crushing
spines that the egg-eaters have.
Sometimes throat muscles
break the egg. Other times,
the whole egg ends up in the
stomach. Either way, the shell is
slowly digested along with
the rest of the egg.

Why do frogs’ eyes stick up
the way they do?
Harper D., Texas

Frogs can’t turn their heads
from side to side the way you
can, Harper. Instead, their big,
stick-up eyes help them see
all around without moving.
These special eyes even help a
frog see what’s going on above
water while the rest of its body
stays safely hidden underwater.

Do birds use sticky stuff to
hold their nests together?
Heather J., Utah

Many birds weave grasses and
twigs together and don’t need
to add any sticky stuff. But
some birds do. For example,
hummingbirds use sticky spider
silk, robins use mud, and swifts
use their own saliva (spit).
A few kinds of birds use
nothing but sticky stuff to
make their nests. Cliff swallows make their nests only
from mud. And swiftlets of
Southeast Asia make theirs
only from gooey saliva! =

SEE

YA!

A

976 Days of the longest

a snake has. (Instead, each
eye has a clear scale that
protects it.)

human sneezing ﬁt.

2 Number of stomachs
that an ant has.

4 Number of noses that
a slug has.

10 Average width, in
inches, of the largest eye in
the world. (It belongs to the
giant squid.)
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0 Number of eyelids that
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art by Jack Desrocher

2,000 Miles a great
white shark might travel in
one month.

12,000 Number of times
that a little brown bat may
chirp per minute while it’s
hunting prey.

22,000 Number of times
a bird called a red-eyed vireo
may sing a song in one day.

20 Number of miles away

30,000 Number of

that a polar bear can be from
a dead seal and still smell it.

termites a giant anteater can
lap up in a day.

150—or more!

75,000 Number of times

Years a Galápagos tortoise
can live.

a honey bee can beat its
wings in a minute.

200 Quarts of water an

2 million—or more!

elephant may drink in just
one day.

Number of insects there are
for every person in the world. =
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Boomer Digs In
STORY BY HANNAH SCHARDT; ART BY THE CHARACTERSHOP
Spring has arrived in
Deep Green Wood.

Scarlett
gives me such
a hard time about the
junk food I eat. Wait
until she sees all the
veggies I’ll grow!

What a
perfect day to
get to work on my
new garden!

And Rick will
be so impressed with
my native flowering plants.
They are just what the local
birds and butterflies
need!

Hey, Boomer!
Whatcha doing?

Boomer,
you’re a
wildlife hero!

Hi, Scooter!
I’m planting a
garden.

Cool! But
where are all
the supplies?

Well, I have this
hoe…that shovel
over there…and all
those plants.

That’s
it?
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What else
do I need?

Oh, Boomer.
You want your
plants to grow big
and strong, right?
They need
fertilizer!

And you want
to make sure no
nasty bugs eat up
your plants,
don’t you?

Yeah!
I don’t want
anything munching
on MY plants—
except ME!

Then you’d
better pick up some
pesticides and fertilizer
from the garden
center.
Sounds like I
have some shopping
to do!

Gulp!
Who are
you?

OOF!

You don’t
recognize us?
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We’re your
neighbors!

Did …did you
trip me?
And
what we just
heard really
BUGS us!

Sorry
about that. But
we needed to get
your attention!

What for? I’m trying
to plant a garden full
of flowering plants.
It’ll be a buffet for
you guys!
More like a
death trap!

When you spray
plants with chemicals,
we insects that eat
nectar or leaves from
those plants can get
sick and die.

But what about
fertilizer? Won’t
that make my plants
big and strong and
delicious?

And the
birds, frogs, and
other animals that eat
THOSE insects can
get sick, too.

Most plants don’t need added
fertilizer. And when it rains, a
lot of fertilizer runs into rivers
and streams. Too much of that
stuff pollutes the water.

If you have
nasty pests like aphids
or Japanese beetles, you
can try picking them off or
washing them off with
soapy water. But most
insects you should just
leave alone!

So you’re telling me that I DON’T need
to put fertilizer around my plants? And I
SHOULDN’T spray them with chemicals
to keep bugs away? Sounds like you’re
saving me a trip to the store.

That’s right. Remember—if
nothing’s eating your garden,
your garden isn’t really a good
place for wildlife.

Sorry, guys.
I thought I knew the
best way to make a healthy
garden. Guess I was
wrong.

Sounds like I got
some bad advice.
SCOOTER!

RANGER RICK’s
FIELD NOTES
One of the best things
• you
can do for wildlife is
Hi, Boomer!
We heard you’re
planting a garden.
Sounds like just the
thing for hungry
critters!

So why
don’t we get going
for some lunch?
It’ll be a while
before anything
gets growing.

•
•

create a garden full of
native plants—ones that
grow naturally in your area.
To find out which plants
are best for wildlife near
you, check online at
nwf.org/NativePlantFinder..
Chemical pesticides kill
insects and other animals.
They should never be used
in a wildlife garden.
Using too much fertilizer
can cause plant-like algae
to grow out of control in
local waterways, which
harms wildlife. If your soil
needs improving, try adding
some composted food
scraps and garden waste.
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This mudskipper is
poking out of a burrow
it dug in the mud.
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Fish
o

h Ou t
of Water
BY KATHY KRANKING

Funny little fishes
called mudskippers
are right at home
on shore!

Fish hanging out on a beach
might seem strange-unless
those fish are mudskippers!

With their googly eyes and leg-like fins,
mudskippers don’t look like your typical
fish. And as you’re about to discover, they
don’t act much like typical fish, either!
Mudskippers live in flat, muddy areas
along the coasts of Africa, Asia, and
Australia. There are more than 30 species
of them, and they can each be as small as
a few inches or as long as this page is tall.
But the coolest thing about mudskippers is
that they spend a lot of their lives on land!
If a normal fish were on land, it would
just lie there, gasping for air. But mudskippers aren’t normal fishes! They can breathe
both in and out of water. And they have
special fins that work as legs, so they can
“skip” across the mud to get around.
What a fish story!
EMANUELE BIGGI (32-33); YAMAMOTO NORIAKI/NATURE PRODUCTION/
MINDEN PICTURES (32T); REMI MASSON/NPL/MINDEN PICTURES (33TR)
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These male mudskippers are
fighting over territory. They
open their mouths wide and
flare their fins to look scary.
Mudskippers use
their fins as suction
cups to climb! This
hungry mudskipper
is headed for a
snail meal.

Double Lives
Mudskippers are well built for living part
of their lives on land. When in the water, they
breathe with gills, as other fish do. But on land,
they’re able to breathe through their skin and
through the linings of their mouths and throats.
They need to keep their skin moist to be able to
breathe. So, as they are walking along, they often
stop and roll in the mud to dampen their skin.

TOBIA S BERN
HARD /BIOSPH
JOHN HO LM ES
OT
/FLPA /SCIENCE O/ MINDEN PICTURES (34
L); RE
SOURCE (35BL
); MAGNUS LU MI MA SSON /NPL /MINDEN
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PIC
/NATUREPL.COMTURES (34-35T);
(35BR)

Getting Around
To move along, a mudskipper uses its leggy fins
as crutches: It moves both of them forward, then
pulls its body after. And mudskippers can use their
fins and tails to climb and even jump!
During low tide, mudskippers move around
the mud looking for food such as worms, insects,
crabs, snails, and other small creatures. Their eyes
move independently of each other, and they can
see better on land than in the water. While
the fish are looking for food, they have to
also look out for predators. Shorebirds,
snakes, and some mammals all enjoy a
mudskipper meal.

Watch It!

Mudskippers have
to be careful of
predators such as
this hungry heron.

Muddy Mouthfuls
To help stay safe from enemies, some species of
mudskippers dig themselves burrows to hide in.
How would a fish manage to make a burrow in the
mud? By using its mouth as a shovel!
The mudskipper grabs a mouthful of mud, spits
it out nearby, then goes back for more. Taking
mouthful after muddy mouthful, it digs itself a burrow that can be up to two feet deep. Some mudskippers also build walls around their burrows to
show other mudskippers that they aren’t welcome.
These fishes don’t like neighbors trespassing on
their “turf,” and fights over territory can be fierce.
Raising their fins and holding their mouths open,
two males will wrestle and jump at each other until
one backs down and leaves.

Fishy Show-Offs
During mating season, male mudskippers try to
attract females by showing off: flaring their fins,
doing “push-ups” and “tail-stands,” and leaping or
flipping into the air. If a female is interested, she’ll
lay her eggs in a male’s burrow. After that, the
male takes care of the eggs until they hatch. (In
species that don’t make burrows, females lay their
eggs in the water.)
Mudskipper eggs hatch during high tide, when
the burrows are underwater. The young spend
their early lives drifting in the waves. Then, when
the time is right,
they crawl onto shore
to begin their own lives
as fish out of water! =

Mudskippers are
great jumpers. Some
kinds can leap up to
two feet in the air!
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Use the goofy insect names at the
bottom of the page to answer the
riddles on these two pages.
Careful—there are extras.
1 What
insect lives
in a trash
can?

2 What do
insects use
to send
messages?

Which of the insects above goes in each
empty space? To solve the puzzle
correctly, each row, each column, and
each 4-square box must contain
all four insects.

3

What
does a
kitten
sleep on?

A. PLAYING MANTIS
B. CLOCKROACH
C. QUICKET
D. FUMBLE-BEE
E. MOOSE-QUITO
F. LITTERBUG
G. COPROACH
36

H. PRESID-ANT
I. BEEMAIL
J. GI-ANT
K. FRISBEE
L. CATERPILLOW
M. FIREFRY

4

What
insect
always
has fun?

What do you
get if you
11 cross a deer
cousin with
an insect?
10 What is the largest
insect of all?

9

What chirping insect
hops really fast?

8 What insect runs
a country?
Here’s another puzzle
with 4 more insects.
Solve this one the same way you
solved the other one.

What insect
cooks its
5 food on a
campﬁre?

6

What insect is
bad at football?

7

What insect can
tell time?
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Like us, butterﬂies can taste
and smell—but not in the same
ways we do. To ﬁnd out how
butterﬂies do these things,
write the missing letter next to
each clue at right. Then write
the letters above their numbers
in sentences A and B.

What letter is in . . .
___ 1. THEN but not in HEN?
___ 2. AFTER but not in TEAR?
___ 3. SHADE but not in SHED?
___ 4. MEANT but not in TEAM?
___ 5. PASTE but not in TAPE?
___ 6. TAME but not in MAT?

A. Butterﬂies taste with their ___ ___ ___ ___ .
2

6

6

1

B. Butterﬂies smell with their ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ .
3

4

1

6

4

4

3

5

I like to listen to myself chirp when I rub my wings
together. But do you know where my ears are? To ﬁnd
out, choose one of the answers in the maze. If you work
your way to the FINISH, you’ll know you answered correctly.

My ears
are on
my chin.

My ears
are on
my head.

My ears
are on my
back end.

My ears
are on my
abdomen.

My ears
are on my
front legs.

Gone Buggy: 1-F, 2-I, 3-L,
4-A, 5-M, 6-D, 7-B, 8-H, 9-C,
10-J, 11-E

Insect Sudoku: row 1: grasshopper, bee, dragonﬂy,
butterﬂy; row 2: dragonﬂy,
butterﬂy, bee, grasshopper;
row 3: bee, grasshopper,
butterﬂy, dragonﬂy
BONUS: row 1: ant, ladybug,
moth, praying mantis; row 2:
praying mantis, moth, ladybug, ant; row 3: ladybug,
praying mantis, ant, moth;
row 4: moth, ant, praying
mantis, ladybug

Senses in Weird Places:
1-T, 2-F, 3-A, 4-N, 5-S, 6-E.
A-feet, B-antennas

A-MAZE-ing Cricket Fact:
My ears are on my front
legs.
BONUS: There are 29 ants.
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The La
Word
No one will
ever think to
look for me
in here.

This eastern gray kangaroo gets
the last word. What do YOU think
she could be saying?
My keys
are in here
somewhere.

How’s my
little “pouch
potato” doing?

This nose
warmer works
great!

What?!
Twins?!

Scan this code
to vote for your
favorite saying.

D. PARER & E. PARER-COOK/MINDEN PICTURES
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